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Abstract: Single-crystal fiber (SCF) is a fiber-shaped monocrystalline material, which is an important tendency for 

the development of low-dimensional functional crystals. Combining the excellent optical properties of bulk crystals 

and the high-efficient thermal dissipation as well as the high beam quality of optical fibers, SCFs are believed to solve 

the bottlenecks of conventional laser fibers such as unfavorable non-linear effects and poor thermal conductivities, 

can thus achieve higher laser peak powers and pulse energy. Here, we describe the results of synthesis and 

characterization of two Yb3+-doped Y3Al5O12 (Yb:YAG) SCFs (Ф0.2 mm×710 mm), which were grown by a self- 

developed laser-heated pedestal growth (LHPG) apparatus. The prepared SCFs possess a length-to-diameter ratio 

greater than 3500, a diameter fluctuation less than 5%, and show high flexibility for bending. The analysis of X-ray 

rocking curve indicates that the crystallinity of the grown SCF is improved compared with that of the source rod. 

The EDS line scan shows that the Yb3+ ions are uniformly distributed along the axial direction. Results of these 

characterizations of SCFs indicate that SCFs maintains excellent crystallinity and high optical homogeneity, 

showing promising candidate for high-power laser applications. 
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Single crystal fibers are crystals with a fibrous shape. 
They combine the advantages of bulk crystals (high thermal 
conductivity, high laser damage threshold, wide light 
transmission) and glass fibers[1-7] (large specific surface 
area, high laser conversion efficiency). Theoretical analysis 
proves that the theoretical single-mode output limit of 
YAG SCF is 50 times more than that of silica glass fiber, 
thus YAG based SCFs are a promising candidates for the 
development of next generation high power lasers[8-10]. 

During the past years, Yb:YAG SCFs have been 
extensively investigated for use in high power laser 
systems due to simple energy level structure of Yb3+ ion, 
high quantum and slope efficiencies and other excellent 
physical and chemical properties[11]. Yb:YAG crystals are 
considered one of the most promising fiber materials for 
lasers in 1 μm region[12-14]. The two main growth methods 
of SCFs are Micro-pulling Down(μ-PD) technique and 
Laser Heated Pedestal Growth (LHPG) technique. At 

present, the μ-PD method may be used to grow SCFs 
with diameter greater than 0.5 mm[15]. However, in order 
to fully take advantage of the large specific surface area 
of SCFs, Yb:YAG SCFs of larger length-to-diameter ratio 
and higher shape homogeneity are necessary. Under the 
circumstance, LHPG method exhibits its advantage of 
growing SCFs of small diameter, because crucibles are 
not needed during the growth process and the dimensions 
of the SCFs are not limited by the shape of crucibles. In 
this paper, we present the results of our studies on as- 
grown high-aspect ratio Yb:YAG SCFs with a diameter 
of 0.2 mm and a length of 710 mm that were grown using 
a self-developed laser-heated base SCF furnace.  

1  Experimental  

1.1  Growth of SCFs 
The schematic diagram of the LHPG technique is shown 
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in Fig. 1. For the first pulling we used a Ф2 mm×100 mm 
rods that were cut out of bulk Yb:YAG crystals (Yb 
concentration were 1at% or 2at%). The diameter of the 
SCF can be controlled by adjustment of the ratio of the 
seed crystal pulling speed to the source rod feeding speed. 
Usually this ratio is set to 1/2–1/3[16]. The diameter of the 
first grown fibers were 0.7 mm. Subsequently, the first- 
grown SCFs were used as a source rod and seed crystal 
for the second growth. The second-grown SCFs with 
diameter of 0.2 mm were grown by adjusting the 
appropriate pull to feed ratio. The growth rate can reach 
up to 200–300 mm/h.  

After two times of growth, we obtained 1at% Yb:YAG 
and 2at% Yb:YAG SCFs with a diameter of 0.2 mm and 
a length of 710 mm (the length-diameter ratio is greater 
than 3500:1). Photographs of obtained SCFs are shown 
in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. 

1.2  Characterizations 
The axial distribution of Yb3+ ions was characterized 

by Energy Dispersive Spectrometer (EDS). The X-ray 
rocking curves of the SCFs were measured by 18 kW 
target-rotating X-ray diffractometer (D/Max 2550 V) to 
characterize their crystal quality. Laue diffraction patterns 

 

 
 

Fig. 1  Schematic diagram of the LHPG technique 
 

 
 

Fig. 2  Pictures of as-grown Yb:YAG SCFs 
(a) 1at% Yb:YAG; (b) 2at% Yb:YAG 

 

 
 

Fig. 3  Different magnification SEM microphotographs of the 
1at% Yb:YAG SCF 

were obtained using a real-time back-reflection Laue 
camera system (Multiwire MWL 120 with Northstar 
software). 

2  Results and discussion 

The stability of optical system is the prerequisite for 
the growth of SCF of high quality. If the power of the 
CO2 laser in the optical heating system fluctuates during 
the growth of the fiber, it leads to the fluctuation of fiber 
diameter. When the change is too large, it results in 
solidification of the melting zone or the seed crystal 
detaches from the melting zone and stops growing. 
Therefore, the LHPG SCF furnace needs a CO2 laser 
with relatively stable power output. In addition, the 
adjustment of the optical path also has great influence on 
the crystal quality. If the laser beam fails to achieve 
symmetrical focus heating, as shown in Fig. 1, it results in 
asymmetric melting zone, as shown in Fig. 4. The 
asymmetric melt zone causes instability of the fiber 
diameter or even leads to the stop of the growth. In the 
process of designing the LHPG SCF furnace, the 
dimension deviation of each part of the optical system 
from the theory is not more than 0.01%. We also added a 
visible laser system parallel to the side of the CO2 laser 
with the distance of 2 cm. The system allows to adjust 
the position of each component while observing the 
heating ring change dynamically. Using trial and error 
approach, taking the quality of the grown fiber feedback 
parameter, the best focusing position is found, which laid 
a foundation for the growth of high-quality fibers. 

In the process of growth, it is found that the ratio of 
pulling speed, feeding speed and laser power had a great 
influence on the melting zone, thus affecting the fiber 
quality. Let the laser power in the growth process be P, 
the heat dissipated from the molten zone to the source 
rod direction be Q1, and the heat dissipated from the 
molten zone to the seed crystal direction be Q2. The heat 
dissipation of the molten zone itself is contained in the η 
factor. According to the reference[17], the total energy 
conservation equation is as follows: 

 

 
 

Fig. 4  Photographs of melt zone in the process of fiber growth 
(a) Symmetrical zone configuration; (b) Asymmetric zone configuration 
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∆Hf is the melting heat of the source rod; D and VS are 
the diameter and feeding speed of the source rod 
respectively; d and Vf are the diameter and pulling speed 
of the seed crystal. When the growth process is stable, 
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slightly under VS, it can be approximated that Q1, Q2 and 
η do not change, while Vs, Vf and D are constant. Therefore, 
d changes with the change of P, thus affecting the melting 
zone, and the melting zone responds quickly to the laser 
power. But the response of the melting zone to the push- 
pull ratio is slightly delayed. The corresponding process 
is shown in Fig. 5. The seed crystal pulling speed of 300 
mm/h and the source rod feed speed of 40 mm/h are 
chosen for fiber growth in the second growth. 

On continuous SCFs with sufficient length, no 
macroscopic defects were observed. We record the fiber 
diameter by taking a measurement every 20 mm. Results 
are shown in Fig. 6(a). The diameter change is calculated 

by a formula /A d d  , | |d d d   . Where d is the 

diameter of each measurement point on SCF, and d  is 

the average diameter value. The diameter fluctuations are 
shown in Fig. 6(b). It can be seen that the diameter 
fluctuation is less than 5%. Better diameter uniformity is 
beneficial for the fabrication of cladding and related 
devices[ 16] .  The growth quality of the fiber was 
characterized by measuring the rocking curve of Yb:YAG 
SCF (111) crystal plane Fig. 7. It can be seen that the 
rocking curve presents a symmetrical shape without 
splitting. The full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 
the fitted peaks for each sample are gathered in Table 1. 
The FWHM values for SCF are lower than that of the 
source rods, indicating that the as-grown crystal fibers 

 

 
 

Fig. 5  Process diagram for controlling the diameter of a SCF 

have higher quality than source rods. It also can be 
clearly seen from Fig. 8 that the characteristic Laue XRD 
patterns of Yb:YAG SCFs with two concentrations are 
uniform, clear and bright.  

The Energy Dispersive Spectrometer (EDS) was used 
to check the axial distribution of Yb3+ ions along the SCF 
by line scanning. The variation of Yb3+ concentration 
along the axial direction is shown in Fig. 9. The results 

 

 
 

Fig. 6  Variation of diameter along the fibers 

 

 
 

Fig. 7  X-ray rocking curves of the (111) crystal plane of the 
Yb:YAG SCFs and source rod 

 
Table 1  FWHM of Yb:YAG SCFs and source rods 

No. Sample FWHM/(″) 

1 1at% Yb:YAG SCF 111.6 

2 1at% Yb:YAG source rod 129.6 

3 2at% Yb:YAG SCF 111.6 

4 2at% Yb:YAG source rod 126.0 
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Fig. 8  Characteristic Laue back-reflection patterns of Yb:YAG 
(a) 1at% Yb:YAG; (b) 2at%Yb:YAG 

 

 
 

Fig. 9  Distribution of Yb3+ ions along the axial direction in 
grown SCFs 

 

show that Yb3+ ions are relatively evenly distributed 
along axial direction. The effective ionic radius of Yb3+ 
ion is similar to that of Y3+ ion, so Yb3+ ions can easily 
enter Y3+ sites in YAG crystals[18]. On the other hand, the 
molten zone formed in the process of LHPG growth is 
small, and the rapid melting and solidification are 
influential for the inhibition of segregation. The uniform 
distribution of Yb3+ ions along material is one of the key 
factors for single-mode lasers materials. 

Various YAG SCFs grown by LHPG method were 
already reported (as shown in Table 2). It can be seen 
from the table that the fiber quality is comprehensively 
characterized in this study. It also has some advantages in  

 

Table 2  YAG SCF grown by LHPG method 

Type 
Diameter 

/mm 
Length 
/mm 

Uniformity 
Concentration 

distribution
Ref.

Yb:YAG 0.6 150 <2% √ [16]

Yb:YAG 0.8 Centimeters – – [15]

Yb:Ho:YAG 0.45 124 – – [8]

Tm/Yb:YAG 0.8 40 – √ [19]

Ho:YAG 0.32 280 – – [20]

Ho:YAG 0.24 118 – – [21]

Nd:YAG 0.6–1.2 300 – – [22]

Nd:YAG 1 42 – – [23]

Nd:YAG 0.6 25 – – [24]

fiber quality and fiber length and diameter. 

3  Conclusions 

High quality Yb:YAG SCFs with a diameter of 0.2 mm 
and a length of 710 mm were successfully grown by LHPG. 
The fiber diameter fluctuation is less than 5% and Yb3+ 

ions are homogeneously distributed along the fiber axis. 
The X-ray rocking curve indicates the as-grown crystal 
fibers are of high quality. The growth of high quality SCFs 
lays the foundation for the further experiments with the 
fiber cladding and construction of the fiber laser. 
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激光加热基座法生长高质量 Yb3+掺杂 Y3Al5O12单晶光纤 

戴 云 1, 张中晗 1, 苏良碧 1, 李 金 2, 龙 勇 2, 丁雨憧 2, 武安华 1 
(1. 中国科学院 上海硅酸盐研究所, 中国科学院透明光功能无机材料重点实验室, 上海 201899; 2. 中国电子科技

集团公司 第二十六研究所, 重庆 400060) 

摘 要: 单晶光纤即具有光纤形态的单晶材料, 是功能晶体材料一维化发展的重要体现。单晶光纤兼具单晶材料优

异的光学性能和激光光纤散热效率高、光束质量高等特点, 有望解决传统玻璃材质激光光纤非线性效应强、热导率

低等瓶颈问题, 实现激光峰值功率、脉冲能量等性能的突破。本工作采用自主研制的激光加热基座(Laser-heated 

Pedestal Growth, LHPG)单晶光纤炉制备了两组Ф0.2 mm×710 mm 的 Yb3+掺杂 Y3Al5O12(Yb:YAG)单晶光纤, 并对其

进行了表征。制备的单晶光纤长径比大于 3500, 直径波动小于 5%, 且表现出一定的柔韧性; X 射线摇摆曲线测试

结果显示 Yb:YAG 单晶光纤的结晶质量与所用源棒相比有所提升; EDS 线扫描结果证明单晶光纤中的 Yb3+沿轴向

呈现均匀分布。实验结果表明: 准一维化的单晶光纤具有良好的结晶质量与光学均匀性, 有望成为一种性能优异的

高功率激光增益材料。 

关  键  词: 激光加热基座法(LHPG); Yb:YAG 单晶光纤; 激光晶体 
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